TIP Document IPR Policy

This TIP Document IPR Policy ("Policy") supplements the TIP IPR Policy.

From time-to-time TIP through its Project Groups, Committees including the Technical Committee, or its Board of Directors may develop and/or publish documents which are not Specifications or Software under the TIP IPR Policy. Such documents may be of a technical nature such as architecture frameworks, white papers, use cases, implementation guidelines, and software documentation. Other documents may be primarily non-technical in nature including promotional, educational, and other informational materials. Neither the TIP IPR Policy nor the TIP Bylaws cover IPR obligations for TIP’s draft or final documents.

Capitalized terms herein shall have the meaning ascribed to them below, or if no meaning is provided below, the meaning ascribed to the term as set forth in TIP’s other Organizational Documents which can be found at https://telecominfraproject.com/organizational-documents/.

1.0 Definitions

“Contribution” has the meaning set forth in Section 2.

“Contributor” as used in this Policy is any Participant of TIP that contributes to a Document.

“Draft Document” means any Document contributed to or under development within TIP that has not been approved for Release in accordance with the Bylaws.

“Document” means any information or material other than a Specification or Software in written or electronic form. Documents may include Draft Documents or Final Documents as may be applicable.

“Final Document” means a Draft Document that has been approved for Release in accordance with the Bylaws.

“Release” means the publication of a Document on a non-confidential basis in accordance with the Bylaws or the publication of the existence of the Document in a manner that discloses the public use of the Document by a third party including a TIP Participant acting (under TIP authorization) in its private capacity.

“Third Party IP” means, with regard to Contributions, any copyrighted works or trade secrets (including information or materials subject to a non-disclosure agreement) owned or controlled by an entity other than the Contributor making the Contribution.

2.0 Development License for Contributions. Any Contributor may propose a written contribution for incorporation into a Document ("Contribution"). Such Contribution may be in written or electronic form and may represent modifications to an existing Document. Each Contributor hereby grants a royalty-free, fully paid-up, worldwide license under its intellectual and proprietary rights in its Contribution to copy, modify, distribute, display, and otherwise use the Contribution solely to enable TIP, its Project Groups, its Committees, or its Board of Directors, as may be applicable, to develop the Document, solely for the period from the time of Contribution until either (a) the applicable Document has been approved for Release or (b) work on the Document has ceased for a period of 12 months during which no material changes or additions to such Document have been made by TIP, its Project Groups, its Committees, or its Board of Directors, as applicable.

3.0 Non-Disclosure. All Draft Documents shall be treated as Confidential Information of the TIP pursuant to the Bylaws. Each Participant agrees that prior to Release of any Document, such Participant will not disclose such
Document to any third party and will treat such Document in accordance with Article 16 of the Bylaws. All Draft Documents shall include the legal notice set forth in Exhibit A.

4.0  Grants to Included Contributions in Documentation. If a Contribution is incorporated, in whole or in part, in modified or unmodified form, into a Draft Document (“Included Contribution”), the applicable Contributor hereby agrees to license its copyright interests in its Included Contribution incorporated in the corresponding Final Document to TIP with the sole right to sublicense such Included Contribution pursuant to the TIP Document License attached hereto as Exhibit B. TIP, at its sole discretion, may choose to Release a Final Document under the TIP Document License or under no license with the legend set forth in Exhibit C. Subject to Section 3.0, each Contributor hereby agrees that its Included Contributions are not Confidential Information.

5.0  Limited Copyright Assignment. Except for any Third Party IP incorporated in its Included Contribution, each Contributor agrees to assign to TIP a joint and undivided copyright interest in its Included Contribution solely to the extent that such assignment is required by TIP to enforce the TIP Document License with regard to unauthorized use of the Document, and TIP will not exercise its rights in such assigned copyright interests in the Included Contribution except for the sole purpose of pursuing the relevant enforcement activities. Neither TIP nor any Contributor shall have any duty to account or seek permission from any other party in order to exploit the assigned Included Contribution. Each Contributor agrees to reasonably cooperate with TIP to perfect the foregoing assignment upon TIP’s written request, provided that TIP reimburses such Contributor for reasonable expenses required to perfect such assignment.

6.0  Representations and Warranties.

(a) Each Contributor shall use its reasonable endeavors to identify Third Party IP that is applicable to its Contributions, and hereby represents and warrants that it will not submit any Contribution that, to its knowledge, includes Third Party IP unless the Third Party IP is clearly identified in writing along with the Contribution.

(b) Each Contributor hereby represents and warrants that it has complied with all Third Party IP licenses and agreements that, to its knowledge, is applicable to its Contributions.

7.0  Authorized Use. Each Participant agrees to use the Documents only as permitted by TIP and to retain all notices, licenses, and marks, if any, included in the Documents.

8.0  Construction. The headings used herein are for reference and convenience only and shall not be used in the interpretation of this Policy. As used in this Policy, the word “including” means “including but not limited to.” Singular nouns and their plural forms as well as various forms of the same word may be used interchangeably and shall be interpreted in their respective context.

9.0  No Implied Licenses or Other Rights. No other rights are granted pursuant to this Policy, by implication, estoppel, statute or otherwise, except as expressly provided herein.

10.0  Effective Date. This Policy will be effective retroactively as of February 21, 2016.
TIP CONFIDENTIAL

This document contains TIP Confidential Information as defined in Section 1 of the TIP Bylaws. Subject to Sections 17.1 and 17.2 of the TIP Bylaws, use and disclosure of the document and its contents are strictly prohibited.
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Exhibit B
TIP DOCUMENT LICENSE FOR USE WITH FINAL DOCUMENTS

© Copyright ___, TIP and its Contributors. All rights Reserved.

TIP Document License

By using and/or copying this document, or the TIP document from which this statement is linked, you (the licensee) agree that you have read, understood, and will comply with the following terms and conditions:

Permission to copy, display and distribute the contents of this document, or the TIP document from which this statement is linked, in any medium for any purpose and without fee or royalty is hereby granted under the copyrights of TIP and its Contributors, provided that you include the following on ALL copies of the document, or portions thereof, that you use:

- A link or URL to the original TIP document.
- The pre-existing copyright notice of the original author, or if it doesn't exist, a notice (hypertext is preferred, but a textual representation is permitted) of the form: "Copyright © <<year>>, TIP and its Contributors. All rights Reserved "
- When space permits, inclusion of the full text of this License should be provided. We request that authorship attribution be provided in any software, documents, or other items or products that you create pursuant to the implementation of the contents of this document, or any portion thereof.

No right to create modifications or derivatives of TIP documents is granted pursuant to this License except as follows: To facilitate implementation of software or specifications that may be the subject of this document, anyone may prepare and distribute derivative works and portions of this document in such implementations, in supporting materials accompanying the implementations, PROVIDED that all such materials include the copyright notice above and this License. HOWEVER, the publication of derivative works of this document for any other purpose is expressly prohibited.

For the avoidance of doubt, Software and Specifications, as those terms are defined in TIP’s Organizational Documents (which may be accessed at https://telecominfraproject.com/organizational-documents/), and components thereof incorporated into the Document are licensed in accordance with the applicable Organizational Document(s).

Disclaimers

THIS DOCUMENT IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND TIP MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, OR TITLE; THAT THE CONTENTS OF THE DOCUMENT ARE SUITABLE FOR ANY PURPOSE; NOR THAT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF SUCH CONTENTS WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

TIP WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE DOCUMENT OR THE PERFORMANCE OR IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CONTENTS THEREOF.

The name or trademarks of TIP may NOT be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to this document or its contents without specific, written prior permission. Title to copyright in this document will at all times remain with TIP and its Contributors.
This TIP Document License is based, with permission from the W3C, on the W3C Document License which may be found at https://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2015/doc-license.html.
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